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 My Second Grade Spelling Homework: due Thursday, List #15  (Unit 5, Lesson 1) 

 
Name________________________________________________  Parent Signature_________________________________         
 

Please complete the three spelling practice activities below, staple them behind this sheet, and return all three to 
school on Thursday. The spelling test will be on Thursday. Encouraging your child to review their spelling words daily for 
5 minutes will not only help them to do well on the test but will also greatly increase the likelihood they will remember 
them when reading and writing. 

Use each word in a sentence. Each sentence should be numbered to match your list. 
Remember capitals, spaces between words and punctuation. Please underline each 
spelling word and skip a line between sentences. Did you include juicy adjectives and 
conjunctions (and, because, or, but)? 
 

1. She quickly grabbed her heavy backpack and ran to the bus. 
 

2. Bob wrote his spelling words neatly because he always does his best. 
 
 
Write each word three times. Please number each to match your list and skip a line 
between each set of words.  

1. quickly, quickly, quickly 
 

2. neatly, neatly, neatly 
 
 
Ask a family member to give you a practice spelling test at home. For any words you 
misspell, please rainbow write the correct spelling using three different colors.  

          1. quickly 

          2.  neetly 

My Spelling List 
1. quickly 

2. neatly 

3. ugly 

4. jelly 

5. chilly 

6. slowly 

7. funny 

8. angry 

9. empty 

10. mommy 

11. daddy 

12. happy 

13. pretty 

14. grumpy 

Tricky Words:  

15. know 

16. enough 

17. tries neatly neatly 



quickly neatly ugly 

jelly chilly slowly 

funny angry empty 

mommy daddy happy 

pretty grumpy know 

enough tries  



might 

My Second Grade Spelling Homework: due Thursday, List #16  (Unit 5, Lesson 6) 

 
Name________________________________________________  Parent Signature_________________________________         
 

Please complete the three spelling practice activities below, staple them behind this sheet, and return all three to 
school on Thursday. The spelling test will be on Thursday. Encouraging your child to review their spelling words daily for 
5 minutes will not only help them to do well on the test but will also greatly increase the likelihood they will remember 
them when reading and writing. 

Use each word in a sentence. Each sentence should be numbered to match your list. 
Remember capitals, spaces between words and punctuation. Please underline each 
spelling word and skip a line between sentences. Did you include juicy adjectives and 
conjunctions (and, because, or, but)? 
 

1. The knight said, “Farewell my loyal friend.” 
 

2. Skyler might want to go but he has to finish his homework first. 
 
 
Write each word three times. Please number each to match your list and skip a line 
between each set of words.  

1. knight, knight, knight 
 

2. might, might, might 
 
 

Ask a family member to give you a practice spelling test at home. For any words you 
misspell, please rainbow write the correct spelling using three different colors.  

          1. knight 

           2.  mihgt 

My Spelling List 
1. knight 

2. might 

3. high 

4. right 

5. frightened 

6. light 

7. bright 

8. crying 

9. pry 

10. why 

11. nearby 

12. trying 

13. sky 

14. drying 

Tricky Words:  

15. once 

16. ever 

17. hurry 
might might 



knight might high 

right frightened light 

bright crying pry 

why nearby trying 

sky drying once 

ever hurry  



piece 

My Second Grade Spelling Homework: due Thursday, List #17  (Unit 5, Lesson 11) 

 
Name________________________________________________  Parent Signature_________________________________         
 

Please complete the three spelling practice activities below, staple them behind this sheet, and return all three to 
school on Thursday. The spelling test will be on Thursday. Encouraging your child to review their spelling words daily for 
5 minutes will not only help them to do well on the test but will also greatly increase the likelihood they will remember 
them when reading and writing. 

Use each word in a sentence. Each sentence should be numbered to match your list. 
Remember capitals, spaces between words and punctuation. Please underline each 
spelling word and skip a line between sentences. Did you include juicy adjectives and 
conjunctions (and, because, or, but)? 
 

1. The quick mouse ran through the field and into a hole in the ground. 
 

2. Mom asked, “Would you like vanilla ice cream with your piece of cake?”  
 
 
Write each word three times. Please number each to match your list and skip a line 
between each set of words.  

1. field, field, field 
 

2. piece, piece, piece 
 
 
Ask a family member to give you a practice spelling test at home. For any words you 
misspell, please rainbow write the correct spelling using three different colors.  

          1. field 

          2.  piese 

My Spelling List 
1. field 

2. piece 

3. shield 

4. thief 

5. ladies 

6. achieve 

7. relief 

8. grief 

9. yield 

10. movie 

11. niece 

12. cookies 

13. babies 

14. kitties 

Tricky Words:  

15. water 

16. touch 

17. welcome piece piece 



field piece shield 

thief ladies achieve 

relief grief yield 

movie niece cookies 

babies kitties water 

touch welcome  



yarn 

My Second Grade Spelling Homework: due Thursday, List #18  (Unit 5, Lesson 16) 

 
Name________________________________________________  Parent Signature_________________________________         
 

Please complete the three spelling practice activities below, staple them behind this sheet, and return all three to 
school on Thursday. The spelling test will be on Thursday. Encouraging your child to review their spelling words daily for 
5 minutes will not only help them to do well on the test but will also greatly increase the likelihood they will remember 
them when reading and writing. 

Use each word in a sentence. Each sentence should be numbered to match your list. 
Remember capitals, spaces between words and punctuation. Please underline each 
spelling word and skip a line between sentences. Did you include juicy adjectives and 
conjunctions (and, because, or, but)? 
 

1. Sally yelled, “Hurry and get your steamy hotdog!” 
 

2. Would you like some orange yarn for your science project? 
 
 
Write each word three times. Please number each to match your list and skip a line 
between each set of words.  

1. yelled, yelled, yelled 
 

2. yarn, yarn, yarn 
 
 
Ask a family member to give you a practice spelling test at home. For any words you 
misspell, please rainbow write the correct spelling using three different colors.  

          1. yelled 

          2.  yrn 

My Spelling List 
1. yelled 

2. yarn 

3. yellow 

4. yes 

5. myth 

6. symbol 

7. system 

8. cry 

9. frying 

10. satisfy 

11. yawn 

12. sticky 

13. lying 

14. energy 

Tricky Words:  

15. edge 

16. away 

17. around yarn yarn 



yelled yarn yellow 

yes myth symbol 

system cry frying 

satisfy yawn sticky 

lying energy edge 

away around  



bundle 

My Second Grade Spelling Homework: due Thursday, List #19  (Unit 5, Lesson 21) 

 
Name________________________________________________  Parent Signature_________________________________         
 

Please complete the three spelling practice activities below, staple them behind this sheet, and return all three to 
school on Thursday. The spelling test will be on Thursday. Encouraging your child to review their spelling words daily for 
5 minutes will not only help them to do well on the test but will also greatly increase the likelihood they will remember 
them when reading and writing. 

Use each word in a sentence. Each sentence should be numbered to match your list. 
Remember capitals, spaces between words and punctuation. Please underline each 
spelling word and skip a line between sentences. Did you include juicy adjectives and 
conjunctions (and, because, or, but)? 
 

1. The turtle drifted through the water gracefully. 
 

2. I bought a bundle of colored pencils but they are all gone now. 
 
 
Write each word three times. Please number each to match your list and skip a line 
between each set of words.  

1. turtle, turtle, turtle 
 

2. bundle, bundle, bundle 
 
 
Ask a family member to give you a practice spelling test at home. For any words you 
misspell, please rainbow write the correct spelling using three different colors.  

          1. turtle 

          2.  bundel 

My Spelling List 
1. turtle 

2. bundle 

3. pickle 

4. shuffle 

5. cattle 

6. label 

7. angel 

8. gravel 

9. jewel 

10. fiction 

11. education 

12. inspection 

13. motion 

14. question 

15. action 

Tricky Words:  

16. little 

17. able 

18. single 

bundle bundle 



turtle bundle pickle 

shuffle cattle label 

angel gravel jewel 

fiction education inspection 

motion question action 

little able single 
 


